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Noncommutative Jordan algebras over a field E are defined by the

identities

(1) ixa)x = x(ax),

(2) ix2a)x = x2iax).

In [7]2 we obtained a satisfactory structure theory for these algebras

of finite dimension over E of characteristic 0 by proving that they

are trace-admissible. Recent examples by L. A. Kokoris [4] show

that the algebras satisfying (1) and (2) are not in general trace-

admissible if E is of characteristic p>2.

It is natural to seek a generalization of (commutative) Jordan

algebras of characteristic p>2 in which the algebras are trace-admis-

sible. We find this generalization in the algebras satisfying (1), (2),

and

(3) Rx = Rs

where Rx denotes the right multiplication determined by x. We

shall call an algebra over E of characteristic p, in which (1), (2), (3)

are satisfied, a restricted noncommutative Jordan algebra (<?/ character-

istic p), using this terminology because of the analogy with restricted

Lie algebras [2].

Commutative Jordan algebras of characteristic p>2 satisfy (3).

For in any special Jordan algebra, the right multiplication is Rx

= 1/2(EI+EI) where Rx and Lx are restrictions of right and left

multiplications in an associative algebra. Then (E+)p = l/2piRx+Lx)p

= l/2iRpx+Lpx) since [Rx, Lx]=0. Hence (R+)*=l/2(Rs+Lj) =E£

since powers in the special Jordan algebra and the associative algebra

coincide. But (3) is an identity, ( • • • ((ax)x) • • • )x = axp, in only

two elements. Since the free (commutative) Jordan algebra of char-

acteristic 9*2 with two generators is special [9], identity (3) is satis-

fied in any (commutative) Jordan algebra of characteristic p>2. (Or

one may use the formal identity
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(4) Pv = 1/2{(Ra + (*„« - Rl)112)" + (Ra - (Rj - Rl)l'Y}

in commutative Jordan algebras [5, p. 256] and the fact that [Ra, Ra2]

= 0 to see that Ra»= l/2{ (Ra + Cy + (Ra-C)p} =i/2(Rva + Cp+Rptt

-C")=Rpa.)
Alternative algebras (of arbitrary characteristic) satisfy (3), as

well as (1) and (2). In fact, if p = 2, then (1) and (3) imply the

alternative law (so that (2) holds), and the theory of these algebras

is well known. Our proofs are given for p>2, but the statements of

the results include p = 2 when applicable.

Lemma 1. Let A be a restricted noncommutative Jordan algebra of

characteristic p. If x is nilpotent, then Rx and Lx are nilpotent.

For there is an integer e such that xp' = 0. Hence (3) implies that

Rvx =0, Rx is nilpotent. Since A+ is a commutative Jordan algebra,

we know that (P+)p/ = 0 for some / ^ e, or i/2"'(Rx + Lx)p'

= i/2(Rpxf+Lpx') = l/2Lpx' = 0 since [Rx, Lx]=0 by (1).

A noncommutative Jordan algebra A is a nodal algebra [8] in case

A = Fi -\-N where N is a subspace consisting of the nilpotent elements

of A, and x-y = l/2(xy+yx)£A7' for all x, yEN, but there exist

x, yEN such that xy£A7. In [4] Kokoris constructs simple nodal

noncommutative Jordan algebras for each characteristic p>2. We

use here the notation of [8, §3]. In particular, we write the descend-

ing chain of subspaces

(5) Ni D A72 D N3 D ■ ■ ■ D Nk D Nk+i = 0

as in [8, (3)].

Lemma 2. Let A = Fi+N be a noncommutative Jordan algebra of

characteristic 9^2. If zEN, wEN2, and Rw is nilpotent, then R?+R„

is nilpotent.

We prove by induction on h that, for any i,

(6) Nt(R* + RW)H C ATi+i + NiRhw.

The case h = 0 is clear. Assuming (6), we have ATi(Rt+Rw)h+1

C (7Y<+1 + NiRl) (P+ +RJ) QNi+i+(NiRl) ■ N+Ni+iN2+NiRl+1. But
NtRlQNt and N,+iN2 Q Ni+i by [8, Theorem 5(b)]. Hence
Ni(Rt+Ru,)h+1QNi+i + NiR';+\ Let 74 = 0. Then (6) implies

(7) Ni(Rt + Rj C Nt+i

for any i.  Hence

A7i(P,++Pu.)*'CiV2(P++Pu,)(i-1)'C • • • CV*(2?++P„,)(CAVi = 0
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by  (5), and 4(E+ + 2?„)mi = (^1 + Ai)(E+ + 22„)*'+» C ^(22+ +

E„)*< = 0.

Lemma 3. Ee£ yl=El+A be a noncommutative Jordan algebra of

characteristic  9*2. If x, yQN are such that Rx.y is nilpotent, then

xyQN.

Let yT9*0, y+1 = 0. Then xy=Xl+z, XGE zQN, and yx= — XI

+ (2x-y —z). Flexibility implies (x, y, yr)+(y< y, x)=0, so that

Xy+zyr-xyr+1+yr+1x+Xy'"-2y'"(x-y)+yrz = 0, or yr(X7+E2+-E:l.y)

= 0. Hence \I-\-R} —Rx,y is singular. Let «/= — x-y in Lemma 2, so

that Rf — Rx.v is nilpotent. This forces X = 0, xyQN.

Lemmas 1 and 3 imply

Theorem 1. A restricted noncommutative Jordan algebra of char-

acteristic p cannot be a nodal algebra.

If A is a restricted noncommutative Jordan algebra of character-

istic p, then so is AK where K is any extension of E. For there are at

least p distinct elements in E, sufficiently many to effect the linear-

ization of (3). Using the linearized form of (3), together with the

intermediate identities obtained in the linearization, one can verify

(3) in Ar. Then [8, Theorems 2, 3] imply

Theorem 2. ^4rey restricted noncommutative Jordan algebra of char-

acteristic p is trace-admissible. If p>2, then the primitive trace function

5(x) of A+ is an admissible trace function for A, and the radical N of

A consists of those elements z satisfying 8(xz) = 0 for every x in A.

R. H. Oehmke [6] has recently shown that any semisimple non-

commutative Jordan algebra of characteristic 9*2, 3 is a direct sum

of simple algebras, each of which is either a nodal algebra over its

center or one of the simple algebras listed in [7]. Except for character-

istic 3 his results are stronger than our Theorem 4 in [8]. In the

present context we may apply [8, Theorem 4], however, to obtain

Theorem 3. Any semisimple restricted noncommutative Jordan alge-

bra A of characteristic p is uniquely expressible as a direct sum A

= v4i© ■ • • @AT of simple ideals Ai. If A is simple, then A is one of
the following:

(a) a simple icommutative) Jordan algebra of characteristic p9*2,

(b) a simple flexible algebra of degree two satisfying (3),

(c) an algebra E(X) where B is a simple associative algebra over F

and X is an element (5^ 1/2) in the prime field P of F.

For not all of the simple quasiassociative algebras over E need be

restricted noncommutative Jordan algebras of characteristic p. Let
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A be a simple quasiassociative algebra over P, and let Z be the center

of A. Then A is a central simple quasiassociative algebra over

Z [l, p. 586]. There exists an extension K — Z(\) of Z, and a central

simple associative algebra B over K, such that Ak=B(\). Let Rx and

Lx denote right and left multiplications in B so that the right multi-

plication R* in B(\)^AK is given by PJJ=XP*+(1 -X)L*. Then

(R*)p = P*„ implies X"P? + (1 - \P)LVX = \Rxv + (1 - X)L,», or

(Xp-X) (Rxv-Lxv) =0, so that either

(8) X" - X = 0,

or RX' = LX" for every x in P. In the latter case, xp is in the center K

of the central simple associative algebra B for every x in P. But then

it is well-known (for example, see [3, p. 219]) that B is commutative.

In this case A is trivially included in the classification of simple alge-

bras. Hence we may assume that (8) holds, so that X is an element of

the prime field P of characteristic p. Hence K = Z(X) =Z, and B is a

simple associative algebra over P, ^4=P(X). Conversely any such

algebra satisfies (3).

A classification of the algebras (b) seems to be as complicated a

matter as that of the classification of simple flexible algebras of de-

gree two without the restriction (3). If Q is a quaternion algebra,

then Q(\) satisfies (3) if and only if X is in the prime field P of char-

acteristic p, as we have seen above. Since (3) is satisfied in any alter-

native algebra, the algebras (b) include all Cayley algebras C. But

C(X) satisfies (3) if and only if X£P (for the "only if" part of this

statement we consider the subalgebra Q(\) above).
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